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Motivation and Background
• One of our key goals for the introductory laboratory for the non-major is the development of
scientific skills. The laboratory experience must then provide with the opportunity to make
fundamental decisions, analyze the results of those decisions, revise thinking based on
observational evidence and learn from the entire process. (Ref. 1)
• Unfortunately, despite the enormous costs for experiments in a typical introductory laboratory,
there is evidence that there are limited gains in conceptual understanding in class material, while
students come away with only marginal gains in critical experimental skills. (Refs. 2,3)
• Growing evidence suggests that changing the structure of the laboratory experience and adjusting
our learning goals allows the laboratory to be transformed into an extremely effective component
of a physics education although assessing improvements in students’ attitudes is difficult. (Refs.
4-7)

Class Goals
The Physics 111 laboratory will be a place where we develop key aspects
of physics thinking. They are:
•
•
•
•
•

The process of rigorous scientific exploration
Hypothesis formulation and testing with data collection
The process of data quality improvement
Using data to evaluate the validity of models
Developing criteria to evaluate our scientific process, data and models

• 44 undergraduate students at a PUI (St. Norbert College)
• 5 % Sophomore; 60% Junior; 35% Senior
• Two separate laboratory sections with different instructors on shared
schedule
• No Teaching Assistants
• 5 non-prescriptive, two-session experiments covering 10 weeks

1 (8/27- 8/31)

Laboratory Session
Experiment 1 Introduction to Lab

2 (9/3 - 9/7)

Experiment 1 Introduction to Lab

3 (9/10 - 9/14)

Experiment 2 - The
Influence of Gravity

4 (9/17 - 9/21)

Experiment 2 - The
Influence of Gravity

12 (11/12 - 11/16)

5 (9/24 - 9/28)

Exam 1 (1-5)

13 (11/19 - 11/23)

6 (10/1 - 10/5)
7 (10/8 - 10/12)

8 (10/15 - 10/19)

Long Weekend
Experiment 3 - Objects in
Flight

Week (Dates)
9 (10/22 - 10/26)

Laboratory Session

10 (10/29 - 11/2)

11 (11/5- 11/9)

Experiment 4 Collisions

15 (12/3 - 12/7)

Introductory laboratories offer unique opportunities to practice
experimentation, reasoning and critical thinking skills. When a non-physics
major takes a physics class that has a laboratory, the development of these
skills have been cited as one of the most important experiences by that
student’s home department. The laboratory experience must provide the
student with the opportunity to make fundamental decisions, analyze the
results of those decisions, revise thinking based on observational evidence
and learn from the process.

•

Modified Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey for Experimental Physics
(E-CLASS)8 Post-Assessment Administered (36 Responses)
Slightly Structured Focus Groups

•

In light of recent studies suggesting that experiments without a prescriptive
experimental procedure can be effective, we present results from a pilot
study modifying the laboratory experience in an introductory algebra-based
physics course at a small college to include non-prescriptive experiments.
We find student attitudes about the non-prescriptive laboratory are mixed,
consistent with previous studies, however, students embrace key aspects of
scientific skill improvement.

Session One – Experimental Inception
Narrative Structured into 5 Sections:

Purpose
Physical Model
Methodology
Experimental Section
Discussion

ADReP

Exam 2 (6-9)
Experiment 4 Collisions

14 (11/26 - 11/31)

Assessment Results and Lessons Learned

The Structure of the Non-Prescribed
Experiment

Our Pilot Study

Week (Dates)

Abstract

Online electronic notebook reviewed
following Session One.

Exam 3 (10-12)

•
•

Assess
Discuss
Revise
Plan

•

Thanksgiving
Experiment 5 - Springs

Session Two – Experimental Revision

Experiment 5 - Springs

Experiment 3 - Objects in
Flight

How are student attitudes about the laboratory experience
affected by a non-prescribed experimental structure?

How are our class goals served by non-prescribed
experiments?

*ADReP reviewed by group prior to the
start of Experimental Revision.
Purpose
Physical Model
Methodology
Experimental Section
Discussion
Conclusion

Online electronic
notebook reviewed prior
to Session Two.

•

Lessons Learned
Care must be taken to avoid queuing.
Experimental uncertainties are particularly problematic in a nonprescriptive format, however, confusion about uncertainty
interpretation is on par with a traditional laboratory setting.
Requiring student-driven procedures is correlated with enhanced
critical assessment of experimental design and analysis.
Data analysis remains unsophisticated and requires prescription if
advanced technique development is a course goal.
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